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Abstract 
This paper presents a force-closure test function for an 
n-finger grasp on a planar object with friction. All n- 
finger grasps can be represented by an n-dimensional 
contact space. The critical conditions of the test func- 
tion are used to define force-closure curves which are 
the boundaries of force-closure sets in the contact con- 
figuration space. We show that the force closure sets 
can be decomposed into subsets in which m (m < n) 
fingers satisfy force closure. We also prove that m = 6 
is an upper bound on the order of the force closure 
subsets. These subsets are required for planning finger 
gait maneuvers which are force-closure in all phases of 
the gait. The characteristics of these subsets are dis- 
cussed, and an algorithm to enumerate them is given. 
The application of the test function and the contact 
configuration space formulation to multifinger object 
manipulation and finger gait planning is demonstrated 
by an example. 
1. Introduction 
This paper studies the force-closure conditions for a 
planar object manipulated by a dextrous robot hand 
with n fingers, or via n contacts on a single robot ma- 
nipulator. This problem is important to dextrous ma- 
nipulation involving “finger relocation” [7] and “finger 
gaits” [5]. Due to finger joint limits and finger tip sur- 
face area limits, manipulation using finger tip rolling 
and sliding can often generate only small changes in 
object displacement. For large displacements, it is nec- 
essary to alternate finger relocations and roll/slide mo- 
tions (such as the baton twirling example given in [4]). 
To reject disturbances during such manipulations, the 
fingers that remain in contact with the object must 
maintain force-closure during all roll/slide motions and 
gait transitions. Finger gaiting requires more than 
the minimum number of contacts normally required 
for force closure. This motivates our analysis of force- 
closure constraints for a large number of fingers. 
For polygonal objects, Nguyen [12] developed a test 
for 2-finger force-closure (FC) grasps. Both Chen and 
Faverjon [1,3] extended Nguyen’s idea to 2-finger clo- 
sure on 2-D curved objects. Chen [l] also considered 
2-finger closure for smooth 3-D objects. Nevertheless, 
these methods cannot be generalized to 3 or more finger 
contacts. A quantitative test for n-finger frictionless 
FC grasp of a polygon based on linear programming, 
has been recently proposed by Trinkle [13]. 
In this paper, we define a force-closure test for n 
(n 2 3) finger contacts on a planar object with smooth 
boundary. This test is based on the convex hull formed 
by the friction cone edge wrenches produced by every 
contact. We term this force closure test “qualitative” 
because the test returns only a TRUE/FALSE value. It 
does not determine the optimality of a grasp configu- 
ration with respect to a given measure. We would call 
such a test “quantitative.” 
As in [l], we define an n-dimensional contact space, C,, 
which encodes all possible finger-object contact config- 
urations. The force-closure test is used to delineate 
force closure subsets of Cn. Further, we show that 
these sets can be decomposed into subsets in which 
m (2 5 m < n) fingers are force closure. These regions 
are required for planning finger gaiting maneuvers. Fi- 
nally, we demonstrate by example how the results in 
this paper can be useful for planning complex multi- 
fingered manipulations which involve rolling, sliding, 
and finger repositioning. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the grasped object boundary is a 
smooth and closed curve [l] which is described by: 
p(u) =. [z(u), y(u)IT. U parametrizes distance along 
the object boundary. p(u) is a 1-to-1 function, and 
~ ( u o )  = [ ~ ( u o ) ,  y(uo)lT represents the contact loca- 
tion on the object, with respect to a fixed frame 0, 
at  UO. By smoothness, a unique unit tangent vector, 
t(uo), and an inward pointing normal, n(uo), exist at 
210. 
DEFINITION 2.1: The n-tuple q = ( ~ 1 , .   . , U”),  which 
represents the location of n point contacts on the o b  
ject, with U, # U,, i # j ,  for ui E S’,i = 1, .. . , n ,  is 
called a contact configuration of an n-contact grasp. 
n times - 
DEFINITION 2.2: Let 1” = S’ x 
( ( ~ 1 ,  - - e  , U,)~U;  = U,, i # j, U; E §’}. The set 
x S1 and Ai, = 
n 
C n  =T”\( U Aij) 
i , j=1  
i#j,i<j 
is called the n-contact configuration space (or n-contact 
C-space). Aij represents all physically unrealizable 
contact configurations in which two contacts occupy 
the same location on the object. Thus, C, represents 
all possible n-finger grasps on the object [5]. 
We assume that: (1) the finger contact is point con- 
tact with friction (PCWF); (2) the contact friction is 
Coloumb friction, with friction coefficient p which is ev- 
erywhere constant on the object. The friction cone at 
the contact point becomes a sector for planar objects. 
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A contact force fi E R2 at  ui, along with its associated 
moment about the origin of 0, ~i = p(ui) 8 f ,  is called 
a contact wrench (a 8 b = arb2 - a2b1, for a, b E R2). 
It can be represented as a 3 x 1 vector Vi = [v 7iIT.  
The space of all contact wrenches, termed the wrench 
space, is isomorphic to R3. 
Let f: and 4- be edge vectors of the friction sector at 
ui (Fig.l), where fi' = n(ui) f pt(ui). The wrenches 
wt = [fFT r?lT generated by fF are termed edge 
wrenches (7: = p(u;) 8 f f ) .  If fi, the force exerted 
by the i ih finger at ui, lies in the friction sector, it 
can be expressed as positive linear combination of the 
edge vectors: fi = atf: + arc-, where a' > 0. By 
linearity, a contact wrench, vi, generated by fi can be 
expressed as the same positive linear combination of 
the edge wrenches: vi = a:wf -t af w,:. It is called a 
feasible contact wrench. 
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Figure 1: Friction cone and edge vectors 
An n-contact force-closure rasp requires that any ex- 
ternal wrench, we = [e ref, can be counter-balanced 
by a positive linear combination of n feasible contact 
wrenches. Equivalently, it can be expressed as a posi- 
tive linear combination of the 2n edge wrenches: 
n n 
we = CPivi = Ca'w'+ayw; (2.1) 
= Wc (2.2) 
where pi > 0, a' = pia' > 0, and 
W =  [wt W; ... w,+ w;] , (2.3) 
c = [ a;t a; . .. a,+ an IT. 
W is a 3 x 2n matrix termed a g m p  map in [8]. Its 
column vectors are the contact edge wrenches. c is a 
2n-vector of edge wrench magnitudes. Note that W is 
a function of the contact configuration: W = W(q). 
Let X = (21,  - - * , zm} c R" be a finite set, the convex 
hull of X, denoted by CO(X) ,  is 
m m 
A hyperplane in Rn divides R" into two half spaces. 
A hyperplane is said to be a supporting hyperplane of 
C O ( X )  if it contains a boundary point of CO(X) and 
C O ( X )  is contained in one of the two closed half space 
determined by it. 
Denoting the column vectors of W by wi, i = 1, * ,2n, 
and, CO(W) c R3 , the convex hull of the edge 
wrenches {wi}, we have the following [8]: 
PROPOSITION 2.3: For planar object grasping with 
PCWF model, the following are equivalent: 
1. An n-contact grasp q is force-closure. 
2. wi's of W(q) positively span wrench space R3. 
3. Let Eij be the plane passing through the origin 
of the wrench space and containing wi and wj, 
(i # j), for all i, j = 1, - - - ,2n. None of the planes 
Eij is a supporting plane of CO(W(q)). 
4. CO(W(q)) contains a neighborhood of the origin 
of the wrench space R3. 
3. A Force-Closure Test Function 
From a computational point of view, the third state- 
ment of Proposition 2.3 gives us a plausible way to 
determine if q is force-closure. Let nij be the vector 
normal to the plane Eij defined above: nij = wi x Wj. 
If the inner product of njj with all other column vec- 
tors of W(q) are of the same sign or equal to zero, Eij 
becomes a supporting plane of CO(W) and q is not 
force closure. Since each Eij is formed by any two of 
the 2n column vectors of W(q), there are (2;) such 
planes which must be checked for the supporting plane 
condition. If none of the Eij is a supporting plane, 
n-finger force-closure grasp is achieved. 
Let samesim[zI,. - - , zk] be a True/False function of 
k real arguments 21, - - - , z k  such that 
SameSignk [zl ,  - - , zk] 
- TRUE, 
- { FALSE, zi's are not of the same si@. (3'1) either Vi, zi 2 0, or Vi, zi < 0; 
Now define 
FACEij(q) = Sm0Sign(2~-2)[11ij *Wi, . . . ,n i j  'Wm], 
( 3 4  
where m = 1, - - - ,2n, m # i ,  j. If FACbj = TRUE then 
Eij is a supporting plane. 
DEFINITION 3.1: The test 
2n 
ForceClosure(q) = y( .V FACEij(q)) (3.3) 
',?=I 
i#~,3<j 
tell us the force-closure condition of an n-finger grasp 
q. ForceCloswe(q)=TRUE iff q is force-closure. 
Since there are ('2") planes, there exists (2:) FACQj 
lhe/False functions in an n-finger ForceCloaure test. 
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The zero level set in an arbument of FACEij, i.e., the 
triple d a r  product (TSP), nij - wk = (Wi X W j )  * 
wk , defines an (n - 1) dimensional hyper surface in c,, 
called a force-closure surface (FC-surface) and divides 
C,, into two disjoint regions which have different signs 
of (wi x wj) . Wk, so the total number of FC-surfaces in 
C,, is a t  most (2;) - (2n - 2). However, by knowing the 
cyclic property of TSP: (axb).c = (bxc).a = (cxa)-b, 
for a, b,  c E R3, the FC-surfaces (Wi X W j )  * wk = 0, 
(wj xwk).wi = 0, and (Wk xwi)-wj = 0 are identical. 
The number of FC-surfaces in C,, is reduced to at most: 
(2:). For 2-D objects with symmetry, e.g., a circle, this 
number may be further reduced. 
These FC-surfaces divide the entire n-contact C-space 
into numerous regions. The regions in which con- 
tact configurations satisfy ForceClosure(q) = TRUE , 
are called force-closure regions (FC-regions) or feasible 
grasping regions [I]. While a bound on the number of 
FC-surfaces is known, the number of feasible grasping 
regions depends on the shape of the object. 
EXAMPLE 3.2: Consider a two-contact grasp on an 
ellipse defined by U I+ [4cosu,2.5sinu], 0 5 U 5 
27r. p = 0.3. Let fif,fif denote the edge vectors, and 
the grasp map by W = [w1 w2 w3 w4]. wi's of W 
will form (3 = 6 planes Eij, so there are 6 FAC&j(q) 
test functions: FACE12, FACE13, FACE14, FACE23, FACE24, 
FACE34. For instance, FACE12(q) = SameSim[(wl x 
w2) . w3, (w1 x w2) - wq]. The force-closure test is 
4 
ForceClosure(q) = -( v FACEij(q)) (3.4) 
i '-1 i+j,y< j 
By the cyclic property of TSP, there are only 4 different 
FC-surfaces (FC-curves in this case): 
(w1 x w2) * w3(q) = 0 
(w1 x w3) * w4(q) = 0 
(w1 x w2) * w4(q) = 0 
(w2 x w3) w4(q) = 0 
Fig.2 illustrates the FC-curves and FC-regions in C2 of 
the ellipse. The shaded regions are FC-regions. C2, a 
%-torus, can be realized in R2 by a rectangle l z r  x l z r ,  
(12* = [0,27r]), with opposite edges identified. I 
4. Symmetries of the FC-Surfaces 
FC-surfaces in C,, have similar algebraic structures due 
to their symmetry with respect to permutation of the 
fingers. Let an n-contact grasp be q = ( ~ 1 , - - .  ,U,) 
and the grasp map be W(q). The 3 vectors in a TSP 
may come from either: (1) two edge wrenches of one 
contact and one of the other contact, or (2) one edge 
wrench of each of the 3 contacts. We call ( l) ,  2-contact 
FC-surfaces and (2), 3-contact FC-surfaces. 
2-Contact FC-Surfaces: Four edge wrenches of 2 
contacts, ui and U,, ( i ,  j = 1, - - , n), may form 4 dif- 
ferent TSP's, hence 4 FCsurfaces. They are 
[wzi- l (~i)  X w2i(~i)]  * ~ 2 j - 1 ( ~ j )  = 0 (4.1) 
6 
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Figure 2: FCcurves and FC-regions of an ellipse 
[ w ~ i - l ( ~ i )  X w ~ i ( ~ i ) ]  w2j(~j)  = 0 (4.2) 
[w~i-l(ui) x ~ 2 j - l ( ~ j ) ]  . w 2 j ( ~ j )  = 0 (4.3) 
[ w ~ i ( ~ i )  x ~ 2 j - l ( ~ j ) ] .  wZj(~j) = 0. (4.4) 
Using the cyclic property of TSP and swapping vari- 
ables: {ui + U j ,  U j  + ~ i } ,  (4.3) and (4.4) become (4.1) 
and (4.2) respectively. There are (I) ways of selecting 
a subset of two of n contacts. In total, there are 4 - (I) 
2-contact FC-surfaces in C n  . 
%Contact FC-Surfaces: For 3 contacts ui, u j ,  and 
U!, (it j ,  k = 1, - - , n), the 8 edge wrenches can form 8 
different TSP's, hence 8 FC-surfaces: 
Using the cyclic property and change of variables: 
U k , U k  + U i }  in (4.6) and (4.8), we can obtain (4.7) 
and (4.11), (4.9) and (4.10) respectively. There are (:) 
ways of selecting a subset of three of n contacts. Con- 
sequently, there are 8. e) 3-contact FC-surfaces in C,,. 
Note that the total number of 2 and 3-contact FC- 
surfaces is: 4(;) + 8(:) = (2:) n 2 3. This number 
is e ual to the number of FC-surfaces previously de- 
rive! in Section 3. This implies that all FC-surfaces are 
either 2 or 3-contact FCsurfaces. The number of the 
FC-surfaces equations which must actually be computed 
i s  6, i.e., (4.1), (4.2), (4.5), (4.6), (4.8), and (4.12). The 
rest of the equations can be found by permutation of 
{Ui + U k , U j  U i , U k  + U j }  and {Ui + U j , U j  + 
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variables. Thus, the computation of FC-surfaces can 
be highly simplified. 
5. Force-Closure Contact Modes 
Assuming PCWF, at least 2 contacts are required to 
implement a forceclosure grasp on a smooth planar 
object. We call such a pair of contacts an FC-2 con- 
tact. However, a 3-contact grasp can be force closure 
in one of two ways: (1) any two of the three contacts 
form force-closure or; (2) three of the contacts satisfy 
the closure condition, but no two of the three contacts 
satisfy force-closure. We call the latter type of force 
closure contact an FC-3 contact. In general, an FC-n 
contact is formed by n contacts whose 2n edge wrenches 
positively span the wrench space R3 and no subset of 
k (2 5 k 5 n - 1) contacts forms a force-closure grasp. 
DEFINITION 5.1: An n-contact grasp q is called an FC- 
m contact grasp (m 5 n) if m of the n finger contacts 
form a force closure grasp. 
Hence, only FC-2 and FC-3 contact modes are available 
for 3-contact FC-grasps. But in a 4contact FC-grasp, 
FC-2, FC-3, FC-4, or the combination of FC-2 and FC- 
3 contact modes are all possible (In the last case, FC-2 
and FC-3 modes share a common contact.) However, 
the number of FC-contact modes has an upper bound 
due to the following theorem from convex analysis. 
THEOREM: (Steinitz)[2][9] Let X c RL be a finite 
set, i.e., X = { z l , - - - , z m } ,  zi E Rk,  i = l , * - * , m ,  
and 0 E Int(CO(X)), then there exists a Y X such 
that 0 E Int(CO(Y)) with IYI 5 2k. 
PROPOSITION 5.2: Assuming point contact with fric- 
tion, there exists at most FC-6 contact modes in an 
n-contact FC-grasp on a planar object for n 2 6. 
PROOF: From Prop.2.3, we know that in an n- 
contact FC-grasp q, the 2n edge wrenches of W(q), 
positively span the wrench space R3 (equiv., 0 E 
Int(CO(W))). But from Steinita’s theorem, for this 
case k = 3, at most 6 of the 2n edge wrenches, say 
{ w a l , . * *  ,WaG}, are needed to positively span R3, or 
0 E h t ( C O ( { w k l , . ’ .  , WkG})). Since the number of 
contacts n 2 6, in the worst case, the 6 wrenches 
{ W a l ,  - - * , wee} that span R3 come from one of the two 
edge wrenches of each of the 6 contacts. Under this 
circumstance, these 6 contacts form an FC-6 contact. 
Any 5 or less contacts will not be force-closure. I 
This proposition has the following physical interpre- 
tation. If a n-contact (n 2 7) planar grasp is force- 
closure, then there must exist at least one choice of 6 
contacts which are force closure. Consequently, it is 
always possible to lift (n - 6) fingers from the object 
surfFe such that the force-closure condition on the ob- 
ject 18 not dlsturbed. However, for a given n-contact 
(n 5 6) force closure grasp, it may not be possible to 
lift a finger so that force-closure is maintained. 
As stated previously, an n-contact FC-grasp (n > 2) 
has more than one FC contact mode, which has an 
advantage in planning finger gaits. Below is an algo- 
rithm to identify FC contact modes in an FC grasp. 
We use the set notation q, = { u l , - - -  ,U,} instead 
of q and let I = { 1, - - - , n} be the index set of con- 
tacts. We also use all k-contact (2 5 k 5 n - 1) 
ForceClosure test functions in this algorithm and let 
FCr:(qr:) E ForceClosure(q), q E ck. 
0 Procedure FCGRASPID(q,) 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 k-= k + 1; 
14 
1% return FCList; 
13 1 
15 1 
if FCList = 0 then add qn to FCLiat; 
The input to FCGRASPID is q,. The output is a set 
FCList ,  which stores all contacts in q, that form FC- 
contacts. A member of FCList is of the form: vc = 
{upl, , up*}, pi E I ,  pi # p j ,  k 5 n, which indicates 
that the k contacts u p l , - - - ,  uph in qn form an FC-k 
contact. The procedure first initializes FCList .  If qn 
is force-closure, then it starts to search for the FC-k 
contacts in 9,. Line 7 generates all possible k contacts 
from qn (which are denoted by Q = {up,, -. ,uph} ,  
pi E I), excludes those which contain lower FC-contact 
modes, and stores them in Qk. Line 8-11 check the 
foredosure condition of d l  Q’S in Qk. If a qr: is 
force-closure, then store it in FCList. After checking 
all 41’8, the process repeats limes 5-13 to search for FC- 
(k + 1) contact modes in q, until k is equal to n - 1. If 
FCList is still empty after checking all FC-(n-l), . . . , 
FC-2 contacts, qn is then added to FCList. Line 16 
returns FCList .  If qn is not force-closure, FCList = 
8.  If it is, FCList gives all FC-contacts in it. 
6. Characterization of the n-finger FC-Sets 
We define an ”FC-set” to be a set of contact configura- 
tions which satisfy the FC condition. An FC-region is 
a connected subset of an FC-set. The characteristics of 
FC-sets in Cz have been previously studied in [1,3]. For 
grasps with more than two contacts, there exists more 
than one FC-contact mode. In this section, we use a 
3-finger grasp example to illustrate the characteristics 
of higher dimensional FC-sets. 
Let GI . . .ph, (pi E I), represent the FC-sets in C, 
in which the k contacts p 1 , - - ’  ,pk are FC-k contact 
(k 5 n for n 5 6, and k 5 6 for n > 6). For instance, 
all 2-finger FC grasps belong to F& in C2. As shown 
in example 3.2, all shaded areas are q2. Generically, 
the FC-regions in C3 are of the following types: 
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(1) FC-2 contact sets: 
(2) FC-3 contact sets: F;23 
In general, for n < 6 and 2 < m < n there will be (i) 
FC-m contact sets, each arising from a given choice of 
m fingers. For n > 6, there are at most (:) FC-6 sets. 
F:2, 323, F& 
EXAMPLE 6.1: Consider a 3-contact grasp of a circular 
disk described by 8 I+ [r cos 8, r sin e], 0 5 8 5 27r. p = 
0.3 . q = (el,&, &), 8i 's  are contact configurations. 
C3 = T3\(A12 U A23 U A31) can be realized by a cube 
Izr x Izr x Izr E R3, with their opposite faces identified. 
The grasp map W can be derived from (2.3). 
Owing to the circular symmetry of the disk, there are 
only 6 FC-surfaces in C3: 
el - e2 = 2 tan-l(fi/p) 
e2 - e3 = 2 tan-l(fi /p) 
e3 - el = 2 tan-l(fi /p) 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
When C3 is identified with I:=, those FC-surfaces be- 
come planes in I;= as shown in Fig.3. Fig.4 shows slices 
of C3 for fixed values of 193. Strips (l) ,  (2), (3) belong 
to FC-2 sets F;2, F;3, Ti3 respectively. Regions (4) 
and (5) belong to FC-3 sets F;23. I 
DEFINITION 6.2: The intersection of different FC-m 
( m  < n) contact sets are termed m-finger gait tmnsi- 
tion regions. 
In example 6.1, the overlapping of two FC-2 contact 
sets implies that two different pairs of contacts in a 
3-contact grasp are by themselves force closure. For 
instance, in 3: n F;k, it is possible to put down one 
finger (e.g., k) and subsequently lift another (e.g., i) 
while maintaining force closure in all states of the fin- 
ger repositioning. These regions are essential to the 
implementation of finger gats. By definition of FC- 
contact sets, 3; n 3 & 3  = 8.  
7. Application to Multifinger Manipulation 
This section discusses how to apply the results of the 
previous sections to planning complex manipulation 
tasks. Consider the planar multifinger system shown 
in Fig.5. Each finger has three revolute joints, and all 
fingers are assumed to be identical. The i'h fingertip 
surface is represented by a curve ufi : Ii + R2 with 
respect to a frame, Fi, attached to the it' finger. As 
before, we assume that the grasped object is described 
by a curve, p(u). This set of fingers can reposition the 
grasped object using rolling, sliding, finger reposition- 
ing, or any combination of these. 
FINGER 2 \ 
2 s  
Figure 3: FC-surfaces for the disk example 
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Figure 4: Constant 83 slices of C3 
Figure 5: A planar 3-finger system 
7.1. Multifinger Manipulation 
In manipulating process, the contact locations are mov- 
ing both on the finger and object surfaces. The evo- 
lution of contact points on the finger and the object 
during the relative motion of these objects is governed 
by the contact equations [6,10,11], which is a set of or- 
dinary differential equations of the contact variables 
defined on the object and fingers. Let u,,j be the 
contact location on the object by it' finger and uti, 
the corresponding contact location on the i th fingertip. 
Then q(t) = (uol(t), uo2(t), uo3(t)), the contact config- 
uration, and W(q(t)), the grasp map, are no longer 
fixed during a roll/slide manipulation. The evolution 
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of q(t)  traces out a connected curve segment in C, dur- 
ing a continuous roll/slide sequence. To accommodate 
disturbance forces which arise during the execution of 
manipulation, forceclosure must be maintained at all 
points along the trajectory, i.e., q(t) must lie in an FC- 
region in the contact Gspace. 
In a real time situation, this can be accomplished by 
setting up the ForceClosure test function and check- 
ing at every instance t to see if ForceClosure(q(t)) = 
TRUE. The ForceClosure test depends on the object 
geometry and friction coefficient. If these are known in 
advance, then for a particular object this test function 
need to be set up only once. 
7.2. Finger Gaits 
Large object displacements can often not be generated 
purely by roll/slide manipulations because of finger 
joint limits, finger surface area limits, and interference 
between the fingers or fingers and object. Thus, fin- 
ger repositioning, or “finger gaiting” will be required 
in addition to roll/slide motions. Finger gaits are em- 
ployed to lift those fingers that have reached their joint 
angle or surface area limits. By readjusting the finger 
posture or contact location, the next phase of manip 
ulation can be continued. A gait usually involves r e b  
cating at least two different fingers in sequence, hence, 
the grasp gaits must incorporate at least two different 
FC-contact modes, Only grasps in the gait transition 
regions have more than one FC-contact mode. Thus, 
complez object manipulations which include finger gaits 
must pass through a transitory state in a gait transition 
regson. 
7.3. Dextrous Manipulation Example 
Consider using the system in fig. 5 to rotate the ellipse 
of example 3.2 by 120 degrees relative to its initial ori- 
entation. All fin ertips are assumed to be circles of 
radius r = 0.7 a n t  there are no joint limits on the fin- 
ger joints. All links can rotate 360 degree relative to 
their neighboring links. However, we do wish to avoid 
interference between the fingers and the object during 
the manipulation. This particular task can be accom- 
plished by a sequence of 5 finger rolling and 4 finger 
gaiting motions. Fig.8 shows snapshots from a com- 
puter simulation of this complex manipulation employ- 
ing the contact equations and the FC-test algorithms 
of the previous sections. Initially, finger 1 and 2 form 
an FC-2 contact in frame 1. Frames 3 and 6 show the 
first rolling stage, in which finger 1 , 2  remain FC-2 con- 
tact. The rolling motion is stopped at frame 6 because 
of the impending interference of finger 1 and 2 with the 
object. The grasp is now in 3:2. To reposition finger 
1, finger 3 is repositioned in the grasp transition region 
F:2 n Fz3 so that finger 2 and 3 also form force-closure 
in frame 7. After adjusting the posture of finger 1 and 
putting it in F:2nFi3 (frame 8), finger 3 is relocated in 
F:2 n F:3 to permit release of finger 2 (frame 9). Fin- 
ger 2 is then readjusted and put in Ff2 n F& (frame 
10). Again we relocate finger 3 to an appropriate place 
in F;2 to start manipulating the object in frame 11. 
By alternating the manipulating and gaiting sequence, 
we can obtain the desired change in object orientation 
shown in frame 40. In this example, all grasps are 10- 
cated in FC-2 contact regions so that one finger can 
be lifted and put down in another location. Fig. 6 
shows part of the FC-2 contact regions and fig.7 shows 
separately the evolution of the contact points in C3 of 
the ellipse. Note that the available FC grasps in the 
ait transition regions are restricted by the interference 
getween fingertips. In our example, the placement of 
fingertips in a finger gait is chosen manually. 
2 Pi 
Figure 6: FC-2 contact regions in C3 of the ellipse 
2 Pi 
Figure 7: The trajectories of the contact points in C3 
7.4. Manipulation wi th  Sliding 
The above manipulation relied only on rollin motion. 
Sliding manipulation can be difficult to impfement in 
practice, as it requires explicit knowledge of the con- 
tact friction coefficient. Also, the friction between two 
objects becomes dynamic friction during sliding, vio- 
lating our static friction assumption. Nevertheless, the 
methods outlined in this paper can also be useful for 
planning sliding motion. One could plan a robust slid- 
ing motion in an FC-2 contact region so that the two 
non-sliding finger contacts form closure. The force and 
moment caused by sliding motion can be treated like 
disturbance on the object and can be balanced by fin- 
ger contacts that form force-closure. 
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Figure 8: Snapshots of a dextrous manipulation motion sequence 
8. Summary 
We have presented here a generalized forceclosure test 
for n-finger grasps on 2-D objects. This test is based 
on the convex hull of the wrenches generated by the 
point contact friction cone edge vectors. The criti- 
cal conditions of this test function were used to de- 
fine and enumerate the force closure surfaces in an n- 
dimensional contact configuration space. These sur- 
faces enclose regions contaming contact confi urations 
which are force closFe. We showed that the force clo- 
sure sets decompose into regions which correspond to 
closure of m finger subsets of the n fingers. Certain of 
these sub-regions, termed gait transition reeions, are 
essential to the implementation of finger gmtin . An 
al orithm was presented to find these m fin er c.osure 
sutsets. The general methodology is an useful tool for 
planning roll/slide motions as well. This was demon- 
strated by a computer simulation. 
Extending this method to 3-dimensional grasping is a 
challenging problem. 3-D friction cones cannot be ex- 
pressed as a sum of a finite set of vectors. Therefore, 
the convex hull condition of a finite set of wrenches can 
not be extended in a trivial way. If we assume a point 
contact model which does not support a torque about 
the contact normal, the friction cone can be approx- 
imated by a polygonal cone. Hence, the methods in 
this paper could be extended in an approximate way 
to this case. We hope to consider these problems in 
future work. 
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